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Waterwall Solutions creates modular rainwater storage tanks for 
contemporary homes.  Innovative and modern in design, Waterwall 
products aim for maximum capacity, minimum footprint.  Any number of 
tanks can be linked together for even greater storage.

Waterwall is happy to introduce the Waterwall Fatboy  .  Despite the name, 
the Fatboy tank has an excellent size-to-capacity ratio, holding 650 gallons 
whilst being only two feet wide.

Waterwall tanks are made to exacting standards - the high density UV 
stabilised polyethylene limits light entering the tank, to prevent algae from 
growing in your tank water.  Solid, thick  walls prevent bulging when full, and 
keeps the tank strong during its many years of service.

Dimensions  7’6” long x 6‘ 7“ high x 2’ 4” deep

Capacity  650 gallons

Weight  220pd empty; 2.7 ton full

Inlet  Three inlet positions along the top of the tank; a 12" mosquito 
proof leaf strainer supplied.

Overflow  Overflow positions on either end of the tank; a 3” fitting 
supplied.

Outlets  Two brass threaded 1" tap outlets - one in each end of the 
tank - plus one 3/4" tap outlet at knee height on the front of 
the tank.

Footing  A level, solid base is all that is required for Waterwall Fatboy  , 
such as cement pavers or a contained sand base.

Installation  Instructions are supplied with the tank, or can be 
downloaded at waterwalltanks.com

See overleaf for more product details.

Saving water has never been easier...
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